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ON ARONSZAJN TREES WITH A NON-SOUSLIN BASE

By

Masazumi Hanazawa

§1. Introduction.

A tree is a partially ordered set (T, <T) with the property that for every

element xeT, x ―{yeT: j><rx} is well-ordered by <r. The order type of x

is then an ordinal, which is called the height of x, ht(x). When a subset of a

tree is totally ordered by <r, it is called a chain. When a subset of a tree has

no comparable elements, it is called an antichain. We deal with only c^-trees

which have cardinality q)u whose #-th level Ta= (xeT: ht(x)=a} is countable

for every countable ordinal a, and which have additionally certain minor pro-

perties. An oh-tree T is said to be non-Souslin if every uncountable subset of

T contains an uncountable antichain. A non-Souslin tree has clearly no uncoun-

table chain and nevertheless for every countable ordinal a, the a-th level Ta is

non-empty. This notion was introduced in Baumgartner [1]. The firstexample

of a non-Souslin tree is the special Aronszajn tree which was given by Aronszajn

(see Kurepa [5]). A special Aronszajn tree is characterized by Q-embeddability

that means the existence of an order preserving function /: T―>Q. An R-

(a fortiori,Q-) embeddable tree is always non-Souslin. Other examples of non-

Souslin trees are found in Baumgartner [1], Hanazawa [2], [3] and Shelah [6].

Except for only one, the properties characterizing them are given as modifica-

tions of i?-embeddabiiity. The exception is the one given in [3], which has a

non-Souslin base of cardinality m^. A non-Souslin base is a family F of uncoun-

table antichains satisfying that whenever 5 is an uncountable subset of the tree

T, there is an element A of F such that for every x<e.A, there is yeS satisfy-

ing x^Ty- Notice that a non-Souslin tree has always a non-Souslin base oi

cardinality 2W1. We call a tree with a non-Souslin base of cardinalityless thar

2a'ian NSB-tree.

In this paper we discuss about NSB-trees, mainly to show that the property

NSB is independent of i?-embeddability. We first observe (in theorem 1) thai

under the standard set theory ZFC alone, even the existence of NSB-trees car
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not be proved. We use the axiom of constructibilityV ―L. It is shown in [3]

that if V~L, there is an NSB-tree which is even not J?-embeddable. On the

other hand, if V=L, there is a Q- (a fortiori,R-) embeddable tree which is never-

theless not NSB (Theorem 2). The existence of such a tree may be one of rare

examples which can be proved from O+ but can not be proved from <>*, where

O+ and <0>* are Jensen's combinatorial principles,which are consequences of

V~L. Finally we remark that if V=L, there is also a Q-embeddable NSB-tree.

Hence property NSB is independent of and compatible with the property of

being special Aronszajn under V ―L.

§2. Definitions and results.

We write T instead of (T, <r) and < instead of <r. We refer the reader

to [3] for the concepts undefined here.

Definition 1. Let F be a family of uncountable antichains of an ≪rtree T.

F is an NS-base if and only if for every uncountable subset S of T, there exists

an element A of F such that

VxgA1v^S(x<v).

Definition 2, T is called a /c-NSB treeifit has an NS-base of cardinalityk.

Remark 1. A non-Souslin tree is triviallya 2O>1-NSB tree and vice versa.

Note that there always exists a non-Souslin tree because a special Aronszajn tree

is non-Souslin.

Definition 3. T is called an NSB tree if it has an NS-base of cardinality

less than 2a>1.

Remark 2. There is no <y~NSB tree. (Suppose {An:n^co} were an NS-base.

Take a<a>i so that for every n^co, ＼AnnT ＼a＼^2. Take xeT≪ arbitrarily.

Then the set S-={y<=T: x^y] gives a contradiction.)

Let MA stand for Martin's axiom as usual fsee Kunen T4. o.5411.

Theorem 1.(MA) If it<2<°,there is no tc-NSB tree.

Corollary 1.1.(MA + ~]CH) There is no NSB tree. Because MA+~lCH

implies 2"'=2fyi.

Corollary 1.2. The existence of an NSB-tree can not he proved in ZFC

alone, (cf. Remark 1)
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Remark 3 ([3]).(O) There is an NSB tree which is not /?-embeddable.

Theorem 2. (O+) There is a special Aronszajn tree which is not NSB.

Corollary 2.1. Q-embeddability {a fortiori, R-embeddability) does not imply

■hrnhortvhJ'sFi01wn uwAor T/= T

Question 2.2. Can Theorem 2 be proved under ZFC alone (or even under

Theorem 3.≪>) There is a specialAronzajn tree which is alsoNSB.

Similarlyan i?-embeddable,not Q-embeddable, NSB tree can be obtained

under O- On the otherhand, by combining the treesgiven by Theorem 2 and

Baumgartner [1], we can obtain(1) an i?-embeddable, not Q-embeddable, not

NSB tree,and (2) a not i?-embeddable,not NSB, non-Souslintree,under O+-

§3. Proofs.

3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. Assume MA and k<2o>. To the contrary, sup-

pose T is a /c-NSB tree. As described in Remark 2, tcis not cm, and so -~|CH

is the case. Since MA+nCH implies that every Aronszajn tree is special

(Baumgartner, see Kunen [4, p.91]),T must be special. Take a function /: T-+Q

satisfying that for any x, y^T with x<y, f(x)<f(y). Let {Aa: a<ic} be a

/c-NS base of T. Define a poset P by the following:

P={(X, F>: (1) X and Y are disjoint finitesubsets of T, (2) if j/eF then

ht(y)>(o, and (3) for every w^T, if there are x<eX and 3/eF satisfying w<z

and f{y)―f{w), then weX},

<*i, ^>^<^2, F2> iff X^Xt and ^SK,.

Note that if igI and jgF where <X, F>eF, then 3;$^. First we show that

P satisfiesc.c.c. Suppose S is an uncountable subset of P. By the J-system

lemma (see Kunen [4, p. 49]),there is an uncountable subset 5/= {{X^, Ff> :£<a>i}

of S such that there is a finiteset X* satisfying I{PiI, = I* for all f, tjKco!

with $^rj, and further such that there is Y* satisfying Y^C＼YV~Y* for all£,97

with £^37. Then take an uncountable subset {<^, Fe>: fe/} of S' such that

for all£,? =/, /C^]=/[X,] and /[Kf]=/[r,]. We can easily take two pairs

<Xi;Yi> and <Z,, r,>, 6, y<=I, such that ZenF,=0 and XvnYs=0. Then

clearly <IfwX,, FfuF,> is in P. This shows that P satisfiesc.c.c. Now put

D~=UX. Y^tEP: 3xeX(ht(x)>a)＼ .
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Then Da is dense in P for each a<wi. For, suppose that (X, 7>gF and a<(t>1.

As Y is finiteand Tm is infinite,there is zeTw such that (Vw&T)(w>z^w<$.Y).

Take x so that x>z and ht(x)>a and put I'^IuWu^gT: w<x & /(u/)<=

/CO. Then <X', 7)6? and <Z', F>^<Z, 7>. Thus D≪ is dense. Next put

EP={<X, Y>^P:Yr＼A^d}.

Ep is also dense in P for each /3</c. For, suppose <X, F)g? and
j(S<ft:.

Take

a^Ap＼(X＼jXKjT f(ft>+l)),where l={zeT:Ki for some xeX}. Put X' =

IU{?el: f(z)= f(a)}. Then <^', Fu{a}> is in P. (It sufficesto show X'r＼

(Fw{a})=0. Suppose zel'＼l Then zgX Hence e^a and z^F.) Ep is thus

dense. Therefore, by MA+~~lCH, there exists a {Da : a<m1}＼J{E^ : iS</c}-generic

subset G of P. Now put S―＼J{X: 3Y(X, 7)eG}. Clearly S is an uncountable

subset of T and for each /3</c there is an element y^Ap such that for any

xeS, y$i. This contradicts that {Aa: a<c} is an NS-base, q.e.d.

3.2. Proof of Theorem 2. The principle <O+ asserts the existence of a

O+-sequence (Sa: a<ft)t> which satisfies:

(1) Sa is a countable family of subsets of a,

(2) for each AcZa)u there is a cub (closed unbounded) C(Z(i)u

such that for every a<=C, Ar＼a^Sn and C/°iaeSff.

Lemma 2.1. Let <S≪:≪<&>!>be a O+-sequence. Put

St=SaVJ{Ur＼V: U, V^Sa}.

Then for each subset AdoJi and for each cub Cdoju thereis a cub C'QC such

that VaeC (Ana<=S$ and CHaeSi).

Proof. By the property of O+-sequence, there is cub C0C&>j.such that V≪eC0

(Ar＼aEiSa and CoHaeSJ. By the same reason, for some cub Cid<oh VaeCj

(CnCor＼a^Sa & CiHaeSa). Then VaGCnCoHd (/in≪eSJ & CACoHdAae

Si), q.e.d.

Lemma 2.2 Let (Sa: ≪<o>i) he a Q>+-sequence and {P^:g<o)x} he a partition

of (vx. Then the following holds:

(*) for each subset Acicox satisfying V^eoJx (＼AnP^^a))

and for each cub CCcqu there is a cub C/(=C such that

VaeC (/ifMJPfSSJ and C'n≪eS+).

Proof. By the assumption, Af＼ ＼Ji<r,Ppis (at most) countable for every cc<oh.
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Hence C0={a<<o1: Ar＼＼J^<:aP^=Af~＼a}is cub (the proof Is routine, cf, Kunen

[4, p,78 or p.79]). By the previous lemma, for some cub C-LCCnCo, VaeCi

(An≪eSi & CiHaeSi). The desired conclusion follows immediately from this.

Corollary 2.2.1. Let ＼Z＼―o)xand <Z^:f<a>1> a partion of Z. Then there

is a sequence y＼Ua:a<ot>!> such that

(1) Ua is a countable set of pairs <s, c> of a countable subset s£Uj<≪^ and

a set c closed in a, and

(2) whenever a set AdZ satisfiesV|:<(f>1|AC＼Z^＼̂ o), then for each cub CCft)i,

there is a cub C'QC such that

VaeC ≪Ar＼ ＼JZh CT＼a)^Ua).

Proof. Fix a one-to-one onto function tz: Z~~*Wi.Let <Sa : a<a)i/ be a O+-

sequence. Put U a―{in'^s^CxV) i<aZ ^, c>: s, c&St, c is closed in a]. By the

lemma, this satisfiesthe required conditions, q. e.d.

Remark. We may assume without loss of generality the sequence (Ua : a<

≪i> satisfiesthe following:

(3) every <s, c>ef/≪ satisfiesthat for every /3ec; <snU{<^Zf, cn/3>ef/^.

Because, if the element <s, c>e!7a does not have this property, we may remove

it from Ua-

Convention. Put T=＼Ja<Q>1aa)>where aa)={f: fiasco}. T is a tree (not

an (Wx-tree)by defining x<y by xCIjy for x, y&T. In the rest of this paper,

an ft>rtreemeans always a subtree T of T such that T is octree in the usual

sense and an initialsegment of T. When / is a function: ac-^fy{T ＼a), where

a^a)u then for each fi^a, f＼＼flstands for {<^, f(£)C＼T＼/3>:f <iS}, a function

from
^8

to $P(T f(I). Hence if T is an <yrtree and /: a^5|](T ＼a) then for each

(}<a, /rr/3={<6,/(6)MTr/3>:e<iS}.

Lemma 2.3. There is a sequence <0J: a<o>1> swc/z f/iaf

(1) OJ is a countable set of pairs </, c> 0/ a function f: a―^(T f a) and a

sef c closed in a,

(2) ;/ if, c>g<>+, f/ien /or et-erj; /3ec, </tf/3, cH^eOJ,

(3) z"/a function F: (Ox-^fyiT) satisfies the condition that V£<ft>!Va<a>i |f($)r＼

T ＼a＼^Q), then for each cub set C,

there is a cub set C'^=C such that

VaeC ≪Frt≪, C'n≪>eOi).
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Proof. A function F: o)1―>^(T) can be identifiedby one-to-one manner with

F*={<a, x>:a(=a>u x^F(a)} QcotXT. {((a+l)X T ＼(a+l))＼(≪X T ＼a): a<G>1} is

a partitionof a)xX T. |&>XX T| =w1 since O+ implies CH. So the assertion follows

directly from Corollary 2.2.1and the remark after it, q.e.d.

We fix this sequence <OJ: ≪<g>i> in this section. For a technical reason,

we assume without loss of generality that <0, 0>e<O>o and OJ=0 if a is a

successor ordinal.

To show the theorem, we construct T and e: T-^Q such that

(1) T is an o^-tree, and

(2) if x<y in T then e(x)<e(y) in Q.

Besides, for each </, c>e<>J, we give X(f, c)^Ta (not T ＼a) such that

(3) /3ec & x£l(/, c)=>33;<x (3/GZ(/ttiS, cAjS))

(in other words, every element of X(f, c) is an extension of some elements of

X{f＼＼£,cnp) if ^ec),

(4) V£<a B;;e/(|) Vx>3; (x≪X(/, c))

(i.e., every ^-th subset f($)dT ＼a has an element which has no extensions in

X(f, c)),

(5) X(f, c)^0, if fQaX^(T ＼a) and ＼fafecu {a} V$<a' V/3<≪/ 3y<=f(£)r＼

T ＼af(ht{y)>p).

Claim. Such a tree T is <)~embeddable and not NSB.

Proof. T is clearly Q-embeddable by e. To show T<£NSB, let {As:^<a)i}

be any family of uncountable antichains of T. Put

A={<$, /lf>:e<o>i},

and

C={a: Vg<aVJS<a33;eET ＼a(ys=As and ht(y)>p)} .

Then C is cub in ≪!. By Lemma 2.3,there is a cub C'QC such that

VaGC <A＼＼a,C'r＼a>^<y+a.

Put

Z= W {X{A＼k, C'na): ≪gC'} .

Then by (5) X is uncountable and VfOj 3je./4f VxeXiy^x). (For, let c<≪i.

Let a be the least ordinal satisfying f<≪eC/. Then by (4) there is y(EAsr＼T ＼a

such that for no x, y<x&X(A＼＼a, CT＼a). Such y satisfiesVx<=X(y$-x) by

(3).) This means {A$: £<a)i} is not an NS-base, q.e.d.

Now we define Ta, e ＼Ta and X(f, c)^Ta by induction on a. At each stage

a, we make the following hold together with the above conditions (l)-(5):

(6) if xeTfa and e(x)<q^Q, then there is ysTa such that x<y and
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(7) if X(f, c)*0, /3ecW{0}, y^X(J＼＼p, cW/3), and e(y)<?G(?, then there

Is xgI(/, c) such that x>3> and e(x)=g.

(I) If ≪=0, put To={0}, e(0)=O, and X(0, 0)={0}.

(II) If a―fi+ 1, put T;3+I={x'~x<n>: x(ETp & nEoi) and e(x'~~<n>)=:e(x)+^n,

where x^<n> stands for xU{</3, n>} and {g^: new} is a list of Q+.

(HI) Suppose Lim(a),

(III.1) For each xgT fa and for each geQ with e(x)<q, we define f≪(x,<y)e

aG>(=Ta) as follows:

Take a sequence qo=e{x)<q1<q2< ･･･-^q with qn&Q, h£≪j,and a sequence

≪0=/2^(x)<ai<a2< ■■■―>a.Construct a sequence xo==x<x1<xa< ■･･with xrae

T fa, by induction on new so that e(xn)=qn and /if(xj==are. This is possible

by induction hypothesis (6). Put ta(x,^)=:VJree≪xre.

(HI.2) For each pair if, c>eOi", we define X(f, c)QTa, as follows:

There are three cases to consider.

CASE 1. fdaX%(T ＼a), V≪'ecW{a}Vf<a' V/3<a' 3y<=f{£)r＼T ＼a' (ht(y)

>/3), and c is bounded in a. In this case, put f=the maximum element of cVj{0}.

Let Qi-.i^w) be an <y-type enumeration of the elements of a＼j. Fix arbitrarily

a sequence ao―T<a1<a2< ･･･―>≪.Take yo^T ＼a so that ht(yo)>T and ;y0E/(£<,),

and take jy^+ie/XfJ so that ht{yn+i)>ht(yn)＼Jan. This is possible by the as-

sumption. Now, by the assumption and the induction hypothesis (5),X(f ＼＼f,cC＼j)

is not empty. For each x^X(fl＼f, cC＼"[)and for each q^Q with q>e(x), define

ua(x, q, f, c)eT≪ as follows:

Take a sequence qo=e(x)<q1<q2< ･･･―>^from Q. Put x^―x. For n>0, take

xn so that xn>xn-1} ht(xn)―ht(yn),xn^yn, and e{Xii)―qinor g2n+i- This is pos-

sible by induction hypthesis (6). Put ua(x, q, f, c)=[Jnea)xn, and X(f,c) =

{ua(x,q,f, c): x(EX(f[＼r, cr＼r),e(x)<geQ}.

Case 2. The same as Case 1 but c is unbounded in a. In this case we first

fix a sequence ao<(Xi< >a such that ≪nec, mgoi. Note that X(/f|"an, cncrn)

=£0 for each neo>. For each x and q such that xeX(/f forn,cH＼an) and e(x)<

^eQ, take a sequence <7o=2U)<<7i<<72< ■■■―>q.Put xo=x, and for fe>0, take

xk^X{f＼＼ak+n, cr＼ak+n) so that e(xk)--=-qk+n and zfe>.T*-i. This is possible by

induction hypothesis (7). Put ua(x, q, f, c) ―＼Jn&coxn and X{f, c)=- {ujx, q, f, c):

x<E[Jn&aX(f＼＼cxn, cr＼an), e(x)<q^Q＼.

Case 3. Otherwise. Put X(f, c) 0
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(HI.3) Now, we set

Ta={ta(x, q):x<zT ＼a, e(x)<g^Q}U{J{X(f, c): </, c>gOJ} ,

e(ta(x,q))=q , and e(ua(x, q, f, c))=q .

Thus Ta,e＼ Ta, and X(f, c) for </, c>e<>≪ are defined. We must check

that they have the required properties. But it needs only calculation. We only

show (4) and leave the lest to the reader. Let </, c>e<>+. To show (4), sup-

pose £<a. Suppose that X(f, c) has been defined in Case 1 and recall the

terminologies used there. If ^y, then £=£n for some n. Then yn+i^f(.$n)=

/(£). But every element ua{x, q, f, c)= ＼Jn&,,xnof X(f, c) is not an extension

of yn+u because yn+i^Xn+iKUaix, q, f, c) and ht{yn+^ ―ht{xn+i)by the definition,

If £<T, note that </tl7, cHf/^O-t- By induction hypothesis, we can find y(E

if＼＼l)(I) which has no extension inX(f＼＼f,cC＼y). Since every element oi

X(f, c) is an extension of some element of X(f＼＼j,cC＼j)by the definition,suet

y has no extension in X(f, c). Next, suppose that X(f, c) has been defined ir

Case 2. Then $<an for some n. Note that ≪bgc and X(f＼＼an,cC＼an)^0

The rest is similar to the one in the case <~<fof the above. If X(f, c) has beer

defined in Case 3, it is trivial, q.e.d.

3.3. Proof of Theorem 3. We refer the reader to Convention in the pre-

vious section for the definition of T and for the meaning of the concept of oc-

tree. Assume <>･ Then there is a sequence ≪>≪･ oc<a)1} such that

(1) O≪ is a countable subset of T ＼a,

(2) if ACT satisfies＼AC＼T＼a＼^a>, then the set {a: Af＼T ＼a = O≪} is sta-

tionary in Wi.

The purpose is to define an o^-tree T and a ^-embedding e: T―>Q so that

{A(x, q):ieT, q^Q+} forms an NS-base, where A{x, q) stands for {jgT : x<y,

e(y)―q}. We define Ta and e ＼Ta by induction on a. At each stage a, we

ensure the following:

(*) x(eT ta & e(x)<q^3y^Ta(x<y & e(y)=q).

(I) To={R} and e(0)=O.

(H) Tp+1={x^<n>: xeT^, new} and e(x^<n})^e(x)+qn,

where <<-/,:new) is a listof Q+.

(IK) vSuppose Lim(a). For every pair of xeT ＼a and q(EQ with e{x)<q, we

define fa(x,9). First define x0 as follows: If O≪ is an initialsegment

of T fa and there is y£T T≪ such that x<y, e(y)<q, and 3;$0>≪,ther

put xo= such y. Otherwise put xo=x. Fix a sequence qo=e(xo)<q1<qi

< ･■･―>qand a sequence ao ―ht(xo)<a1<a2< ･･･―>■≪.Take inductively
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xk so that x^yxk-u ht(xk)=ak, and e(xk)=qk. Put ta{x, q)= ＼Jk&(Uxk

and Ta~{ta(x, q): xeT ＼a, e(x)<q} and e(ta(x,q))=g.

Finally we put T~＼Ja<(OlTa> which is clearly Q-embedded by e. To show

that T is NSB, we prove that {A(x, q): xeT, e(x)<q} is an NS-base. Let S be

an uncountable subset of T. Put I―{y^T: 3x^S(y^x)}. Put C= {a: Lim(a),

VgeQVxeT fa(33>(x<3; & e(y)=q & j>£/)=>3 such jyin T la)}, which is cub

in (Ol Take ≪eC such that /AT f a=O≪. Since S is uncountable, TaA/^0.

Take #, ^ so that ta(x, q)^Tar＼I. Recall x0 used in the definitionof ta(x,q).

Since xo<ta(x, q),x0 is alsoin I, and so xogIC＼T ＼a―<>a. By the choice of x0,

it must hold that Vj;eT fa(g(3;)<^ & Kj^e/HT fa). Hence every jigT

satisfying x<j and e{y)<q belongs to /, because a&C. Therefore A(x, (e(x)-＼-

q)/2)Ql, q.e.d.
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